
Reliability in Safety.

Majestic Glove
2510 W Casino Rd
Everett, WA 98204

P: 800-367-4568
F: 425-407-1030
orders@majesticglove.com

majesticglove.com
All safety equipment should be selected in conjunction with an approved safety program that assesses your specific hazards. The selection and use of specific products sold by 
Majestic is exclusively within the control of, and remains the sole responsibility of the customer. Many variables beyond the control of Majestic affect the results obtained in applying 
these products. Inappropriate selection and/or use of safety products may cause serious injury.

Technical Data

Material

Back: Stretch knit back with D3O® 
impact protection
Palm: Armor Skin™ synthetic leather 
palm with D3O® Aero padding

Impact Protection
D3O® knuckle, back of hand, finger 
guards & palm, ANSI/ISEA 138 Impact 
Level 3

Cuff Closure Extended neoprene cuff

Sizes XS-XXL

How D3O® Works:

On impact, soft, free flowing molecules lock together to 
absorb impact energy and reduct the force transmitted. 
These molecules are strain rate sensitive meaning the 
stronger the impact, the more the molecules react, and 
the better the protection. 

SPECIFICATION
 SHEET

21472BK

 Features D3O® protective exoskeleton 
     shields with flex points over the back 
     of hand, fingers, knuckles and palm for 
     ultimate protection against impact and 
     shock
 Meets ANSI/ISEA 138 Impact Level 3 
     Standards
 Back of hand protection provides an 
     average of 50% more impact protection 
     over traditional TPR gloves
 Armor Skin™ synthetic leather palm 
 Reinforced D3O® Aero palm padding 
     that offers 77% more impact protection 
     than the average industry palm material
 Extended neoprene cuff with ID wrist
     pull 
 Pre-curved finger design to minimize 
     hand fatigue

Engineered with the world’s leading impact protection and shock absorption technology, 
Majestic’s line of Concussion gloves combines the quality of traditional craftsmanship 
with the latest technological and material advancements to create intense hand 
protection!

CONCUSSION GLOVES                      
IMPACT PROTECTION & SHOCK ABSORPTION  

ARMOR SKIN™ Tougher Than Leather

ARMOR SKIN™ is more wear and abrasion resistant than 
leather and pound-for-pound the toughest synthetic 
glove material available. Developed to keep your hands 
comfortable & safe, ARMOR SKIN™ provides the perfect 
combination of abrasion resistance with fit & feel.  


